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Nickel-hydrogen cell technology has been developed which solves the problems
of thermal management, oxygen management, electrolyte management, and electri-
cal and mechanical design peculiar to this new type of battery. This tech-
nology has been weight optimized for low orbit operation using computer
modeling programs but is near optimum for other orbits. Cells ranging in
capacity up to about 70 ampere-hours can be made from components of a single
standard size and are available from two manufacturers. The knowledge
gained is now being applied to the development of two extensions to the basic
design: (1) a second set of larger standard components that will cover the
capacity range up to 150 ampere-hours, and (2) the development of multicell
common pressure vessel modules to reduce volume, cost and weight. A manu-
facturing technology program is planned to optimize the producibility of the
cell design and reduce cost. Collectively these programs bring nickel-hydro-
gen cell technology to the point of diminishing returns with respect to
improvements in weight and volume energy density and cost reduction obtain-
able from manipulation of the cell configuration. The most important areas
for further improvement are life and reliability which are governed by
electrode and separator technology.















AF NI/H2 BATTERY DEVELOPMENT FEATURES
• ALLORBITCAPABILITY - UP TO 80%DOD INLOWORBIT
• GOODHEATREJECTIONINALLSIZES - ANNULARSTACKGEOMETRY
e 0-150AMPERE-HOURS - TWODIAMETERS,VARIABLELENGTH
• OXYGENMANAGEMENT - OXYGENRECIRCULATIONSTACKDESIGN
• ELECTROLYTEMANAGEMENT - WICKRETURNTO STACK
• NO ELECTRODESWELLING - ELECTROCHEMICALIMPREGNATION
• SHORTPROTECTION ETCHEDFOILNEGATIVESUBSTRATE
• CHEMICAL& THERMALSTABILITY - ZIRCONIUM-OXIDECLOTHSEPARATOR
• SINGLEPRESSUREVESSELWELD - HYDROFORMEDSHELLS,HYDRAULICSEAL
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GOOD HEAT REJECTION IN ALL SIZES
ANNULARELECTRODE(CHOSErl)
e SIIORTHEATTRANSFERPATH
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COMMON PRESSURE VESSEL NIIH2 BATTERY
ADVANTAGES:I qO%VOLUMEREDUCTION
f_'_ g 30%COSTREDUCTION
-- _ I 20%WEIGHTREDUCTION




NIIH2 BATTERY STANDARD COMPONENTS SYSTEM
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED
SEPARATOR
• REDUCEOXYGENPERMEABILITY
NEGATIVELECTRODE
e ELIMINATEFLOODING
= REDUCEPLATINUMCONTENT
POSITIVELECTRODE
= TECHNOLOGYIMPROVEMENT
• DEVELOPACCELERATEDSCREENINGTESTS
PRESSUREVESSEL
• RELOCATETERMINALSTO REDUCEVOLUME30%
= REDUCECOSTOF GIRTHWELD
BATTERYDESIGN(WITHCELLREDUNDANCY)
CHARGECONTROL
CELLANDBATTERYLIFETESTING
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